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A Morris Gleitzman Collection *
Morris Gleitzman

Keith Shipley is a regular kid with Misery Guts for parents.
Sick of gloomy life in London, he hatches a plan to move his
even gloomier parents to sunny Australia. But when they
arrive, his parents become Worry Warts. Fed up with their
fretting and fussing, Keith comes up with a scheme to make
them rich. Very, very rich. After all Keith's hard work, his
parents split up and start putting on Puppy Fat.
Exasperated with their laziness, he devises a strategy to
whip them into shape - and find them new partners! It's a
brilliant plan... if he can pull it off!

Pan Australia • PB • General fiction (Children's / Teenage)

9781743537527

$16.99

The Snake Trap

Macmillan Children's Books • HB • Picture Storybooks

9781447275992

$54.99

Sarah Courtauld

Following a death-defying escape from the hands of a
criminal overlord, young PI Travis Delaney thinks he might
finally be getting closer to finding out who killed his parents,
and why. But things are about to get a whole lot more
deadly ... One moment Travis is trapped in an armed faceoff in the offices of Delaney & Co, private investigators. The
next terrorists have stormed the building and he's been
abducted. Kept captive alongside Winston, the rogue
security officer who Travis believes is responsible for his
parents' death, Travis is quickly plagued by more questions
than answers. As the truth begins to emerge, Travis is faced
with the ultimate dilemma: how do you choose between
saving your own life or saving the life of someone you love?

Macmillan Children's Books • PB • General fiction (Children's / Teenage)

$14.99

My Big Fat Zombie Goldfish
Mo O'Hara

The sequel to Buckle and Squash and the Monstrous
Moat-Dragon by Sarah Courtauld - winner of the 2014
Sainsbury's Children's Book Award. A funny quest
adventure featuring two very different sisters, a
depressed goat and a giant who loves to play with dolls'
houses ... Here begins a tale of Eliza, who wants to
become a swashbuckling hero, and Lavender, who
dreams of being a fairy-tale princess. When Lavender
casts a spell to make herself tiny, becoming a giant's
birthday present was never part of her plan.
Unfortunately, this giant loves dolls' houses and isn't
letting her new toys out of her sight.

Macmillan Children's Books • PB • Humorous stories (Children's / Teenage)

9781447255574

$14.99

My Big Fat Zombie Goldfish
Mo O'Hara

Everyone knows that fish and cats don't get on. So when
Sami has to look after her big brother's goldfish, it won't be
easy with Fang the vampire kitten lurking next door ...
Frankie the hypniotic zombie goldfish is back! This time he's
in full picture book colour so younger readers can join in the
fishy fun. Featuring favourite characters from the original
bestselling fiction series, My Big Fat Zombie Goldfish. An
hilarious story of animal mayhem featuring the most badly
behaved pets ever!

Macmillan Children's Books • HB • General fiction (Children's / Teenage)

9781447277606

Lewis Carroll
Lewis Carroll's Alice has been enchanting children for
150 years. Curious Alice, the bossy White Rabbit, the
formidable Queen of Hearts and the Mad Hatter are
among the best loved, most iconic literary creations of all
time. Macmillan was the original publisher of Alice in
1865 and is proud to remain true to the vision of its
creators. This stunning anniversary treasury reproduces
every word of Carroll's masterpiece and its equally
famous sequel, Through the Looking-Glass. The
dreamlike illustrations, colour versions of Sir John
Tenniel's originals, were produced in 1911 by celebrated
artist Harry Theaker, under the direction of Tenniel
himself, and the series completed by contemporary
watercolourist Diz Wallis. Curiouser and curiouser! Lively
and authoritative non-fiction content draws on
Macmillan's rich historical archive to tell the real-life story
of how Alice was written and published.

Buckle and Squash and the Land of the Giants: Book 2

Kevin Brooks

9781447238980

The Complete Alice

$24.99

Everyone knows that fish and cats don't get on. So when
Sami has to look after her big brother's goldfish, it won't
be easy with Fang the vampire kitten lurking next door ...
Frankie the hypniotic zombie goldfish is back! This time
he's in full picture book colour so younger readers can
join in the fishy fun. Featuring favourite characters from
the original bestselling fiction series, My Big Fat Zombie
Goldfish. An hilarious story of animal mayhem featuring
the most badly behaved pets ever!

Macmillan Children's Books • PB • Picture Books

9781447277613

$14.99

Jack and the Flumflum Tree

Trial by Dragons

Julia Donaldson

Paul Collins and Sean McMullen

Jack's Granny is sick with a bad case of the moozles! The
only cure is the fruit of the fantastic flumflum tree which
grows on the faraway Isle of Blowyernose. It's a perilous
journey, but Jack bravely sets sail, with a motley crew of
only three - and a large patchwork sack that Granny has
filled with an odd assortment of items from chewing-gum
to tent pegs. But what use will they be against hungry
sharks, a leaky boat and a thieving monkey? This
irresistible story from the author of The Gruffalo and the
brilliant picture-book pairing behind Tyrannosaurus Drip,
The Troll and The Flying Bath is now available as a
chunky board book, perfect for younger readers.

Macmillan Children's Books • Picture Books

9781447285496

$14.99

Scatterlings

Ford Street Publishing • PB • General fiction (Children's / Teenage)

$19.95

Wriggle and Roar

$12.95

The only thing worse than being a witch is living with one.
Camellia's adopted mother wants Cam to grow up to be
just like her. Problem is, Mom's a seriously wicked witch.
Cam's used to stopping the witch's crazy schemes for
world domination. But when the witch summons a demon,
he gets loose - and into Devon, the cute new boy at
school. Suddenly Cam's got bigger problems than passing
Algebra. Her friends are getting zombiefied. Their dragon
is tired of hiding in the RV garage. For being a shy boyband boy, Devon is sure kissing a bunch of girls. And a
phoenix hidden in the school is going to explode on the
night of the Halloween Dance. To stop the demon before
he destroys Devon's soul, Cam might have to try a spell of
her own. But if she's willing to work spells like the witch...
will that mean she's wicked too?

Tor Books • HB • General fiction (Children's / Teenage)

9780765375162

$22.99

Shuffle and Squelch

Julia Donaldson

Julia Donaldson

Are you tired of being you? Here's a whole bookful of
things you can do! There are rhymes to make you wriggle
and giggle, shrug and sigh, snap like a crocodile and
slither like a snake. Julia Donaldson's verse jumps off the
page and Nick Sharratt's snazzy illustrations add to the
fun. Bright, bold and accessible, these rhymes are packed
full of noises and actions, making them perfect for joining
in.

Macmillan Children's Books • PB • General fiction (Children's / Teenage)

$14.99

The Princess Diaries

Bright, bold and accessible, this collection of poems is
packed full of noises and actions - perfect for joining in.
There are counting rhymes and animal rhymes, rhymes to
make you shuffle and squelch and clatter and patter, and
rhymes to make you gallop like a horse or slide down the
banister. Julia Donaldson's verse jumps off the page and
Nick Sharratt's snazzy illustrations add to the fun.

Macmillan Children's Books • PB • General fiction (Children's / Teenage)

9781447276814

$14.99

The Princess Diaries 2: A Royal Disaster

Meg Cabot

Meg Cabot

'You're not Mia Thermopolis any more, honey,' Dad said.
'You're Amelia Mignonette Grimaldi Thermopolis Renaldo.
Princess of Genovia.' A PRINCESS?? ME??? Yeah.
Right. One minute Mia's a totally normal Manhattan
fourteen-year-old. Next minute she's heir to the throne of
Genovia, being trailed by a bodyguard, taking princess
lessons with her uncontrollable old grandmere, and having
a makeover with someone called Paolo. Well, her dad can
lecture her till he's royal blue in the face, but no way is Mia
going to turn herself into a style-queen. And they think
she's moving to Genovia? Er, hello?

Macmillan Children's Books • PB • Humorous stories (Children's / Teenage)

9781447280620

9781925000955
Tina Connolly

'Some things are worth the risk,' the William voice said
urgently. Merlin wakes to a world that is utterly changed.
She has no memory aside from a name whispered to her
by one of the strange voices in her mind, and the
knowledge that she is being hunted. She is determined to
learn what happened to her and to her world but the way
forward is full of pitfalls and she is swept up by the
renegade Scatterlings and drawn into their rebellion
against the allpowerful Citizen Gods. But as she strives to
separate herself from the telepathic clanfolk, she
discovers the path to knowledge and way to the freedom
the Scatterlings' seek, lead to the same place - the
forbidden domed city of the Citizen Gods.

9781447276654

Ford Street Publishing • PB • Fantasy & magical realism (Children's / Teenage)

Seriously Wicked

Isobelle Carmody

9781925272062

It's hard to save the world when you are in jail. Dantar and
Velza, children of the warlock Calbaras, need to escape
from jails six hundred miles apart to stop their father
unleashing a catastrophically dangerous spell. Both will
soon learn that they are not just special, they are also very
dangerous.

$14.99

Fourteen-year-old Mia Thermopolis is still struggling to
come to terms with the fact that she's a princess - and heir
to the throne of Genovia! But when she announces on
national TV that her mum is pregnant by her algebra
teacher and plans to marry him, a right-royal fuss results!
Because now Mia's totally out-of-control Grandmere is all
set to plan the year's biggest society wedding, with every
A-list celeb invited. But will the bride and groom even turn
up? And how can Mia find out the true identity of her
mysterious secret admirer?

Macmillan Children's Books • PB • Humorous stories (Children's / Teenage)

9781447280637

$14.99

The Princess Diaries 3: Princess in the Middle
Meg Cabot
Mia Thermopolis has got everything a girl could possibly want. She's a princess - and she's
got a boyfriend! But that's where it all goes wrong. Because Kenny is just NOT the guy she
really wants. Michael's the one she's loved forever - but he's going out with someone
infinitely cleverer than Mia. Someone who can clone FRUIT FLIES, for heaven's sake! Will
the story end happily ever after for the Princess of Genovia? The third novel in the
hilarious, bestselling The Princess Diaries series by Meg Cabot - with a fresh new cover
to celebrate the series's fifteenth anniversary.

Macmillan Children's Books • PB • Humorous stories (Children's / Teenage)

9781 44728064 4

$14.99

Bear and Hare: Where's Bear?
Emily Gravett
Bear and Hare are back in their third adventure, and this time they're playing hide-andseek. Hare is VERY good at closing his eyes and counting to 10. The problem is, Bear is
NOT very good at hiding. Not very good at all. When you're as big as Bear squeezing
yourself behind a lamp stand is not easy, and trying to disappear behind a glass fish tank
is simply not going to work. But all of a sudden Bear is... gone! Wherever could he be?
Children will love this engaging and funny new story featuring everybody's favourite
friends: Bear and Hare.

Macmillan Children's Books • Picture Storybooks

978 14472739 50

$14.99

Bear and Hare Go Fishing

Hello Farm

Emily Gravett

Mélanie Combes

Bear and Hare are off on a fishing trip, with nets and rods at the ready. Bear loves fishing!
Hare seems more interested in his picnic. But after a long wait, the two adventurers catch
more than they expect in this tale of fun, friendship and fishy goings-on. Full of warmth and
humour, and starring two loveable new characters, this beautifully illustrated story from the
twice winner of the Kate Greenaway Medal is sure to delight children and parents alike.
Now available as a sturdy board book - perfect for younger readers. Look out for Bear and
Hare: Snow! and Where's Bear?

Macmillan Children's Books • Picture Books

9781 44727709 5

$14.99

Busy Zoo
Rebecca Finn
Meet the animals at the zoo! Make the giraffes' heads pop out of the trees, spray the baby
elephant with water, watch the monkey acrobatics and feed the penguins. Children will
love playing with the easy-to-handle mechanisms in this bright and colourful board book
with gently rhyming text and wonderful illustrations by Rebecca Finn, which is part of the
Busy Book series.

Campbell Books • HB • Novelty, Toy & Die-Cut Books

9781 44728547 2

$6.99

Blue Moon
Tricia Oktober
'Cat kneads and treads, weaving a dream mat. All cats make them... to sleep on and to
dream.' Each blue moon, cats come together in a fabulous dream that lasts until dawn.
Follow Cat's adventures in the fantastical garden and see if you can spot the famous cats,
fishbone ferns, the pussy willows and tiger lilies. And could that be a meerkat tangled up
with Cat's dreams?

Ford Street Publishing • PB • Picture Storybooks

9781 92500088 7

$16.95

Alice in Wonderland, First Sticker Activity Book
Tumble down the rabbit hole and discover Alice's world of wonder, then complete the
Wonderland scenes, magical beyond your wildest dreams! Use stickers to set the table for
the Mad Hatter's tea party and join in the Queen of Hearts' croquet match. Packed with
activities including mazes, puzzles, join-the-dots, spot-the-difference and plenty of scenes
to colour, this lively sticker book puts you in charge of Alice's amazing adventures. Alice in
Wonderland, First Sticker Activity Book is perfect for curious little hands and a
wonderfully interactive introduction to this children's classic.

Campbell Books • TPB • Sticker & Stamp Books

9781 44728512 0

$12.99

First Sticker Story Fun: Fairies
Join Billy Bluebird as he delivers invitations for the Fairy Godmother's Birthday Ball. Meet
all the fairies throughout the land, and discover what they will be bringing to the party.
There's a googly-eyed fairy on every spread, and eleven magical scenes to decorate and
complete. With over 200 stickers to help bring each picture to life, this first sticker book is
perfect for busy little hands, and a great introduction to the wonderful world of fairies!

Campbell Books • PB • Sticker & Stamp Books

9781 44728656 1

$9.99

First Sticker Story Fun: Baby Animals

Everyone's up bright and early on the farm - there's lots of jobs to do! Help the farmer feed
the hens, round up the sheep and harvest the wheat. Then take a ride home in his tractor.
With push, pull and turning mechanisms on every spread to bring the activities to life, this
is the perfect book for young children with inquisitive fingers and minds.

Campbell Books • Novelty, Toy & Die-Cut Books

978 14472771 94

$19.99

Busy Hairdresser
Rebecca Finn
It's time for a hair cut! Introduce children to the idea of getting their hair cut while they
explore the busy hairdressing salon. Wash the clients' hair, trim the ends and choose
different hairstyles. Children will love playing with the easy-to-handle mechanisms in this
bright and colourful board book with gently rhyming text and wonderful illustrations by
Rebecca Finn, which is part of the Busy Book series.

Campbell Books • Novelty, Toy & Die-Cut Books

978 14472850 90

$6.99

The Teddy Robinson Storybook
Joan G. Robinson
Join Teddy Robinson as he has a birthday party, goes to hospital and plays at the seaside.
He's sometimes rather shy and sometimes a bit of a show-off - but with his love of rhymes
and his great imagination, Teddy Robinson is the best friend any child could have. Teddy
Robinson has been enchanting readers since his first appearance in 1953. This new
paperback edition of Joan G Robinson's classics story is gloriously illustrated with the
author's original line drawings.

Macmillan Children's Books • PB • Classic fiction (Children's / Teenage)

978 14472927 39

$14.99

First Sticker Story Fun: Dinosaurs
Join a newly-hatched Baby Dino on his search for the Mummy-Saur! Have fun completing
the eleven busy scenes, and discovering all sorts of googly-eyed dinosaurs. With over 200
stickers to bring each picture to life, this first sticker book is perfect for little hands, and a
great introduction to dinosaurs!

Campbell Books • PB • Sticker & Stamp Books

978 14472865 54

$9.99

First Sticker Story Fun: Pirates
Join Captain Badbreath and his rotten crew on their high seas adventures! There's a
googly-eyed pirate on every spread, and eleven exciting scenes to decorate and complete.
With over 200 stickers to help bring each picture to life, this first sticker book is perfect for
little hands, and is a great introduction to the swashbuckling world of pirates!

Campbell Books • PB • Sticker & Stamp Books

978 14472867 45

$9.99

The Snail and the Whale Sticker Book
Julia Donaldson

Join Daisy Dormouse as she meets all the animals and their googly-eyed babies on Funny
Farm! Get creative and have fun completing the eleven farmyard scenes. With over 200
stickers to help bring each picture to life, this first sticker book is perfect for busy little
hands, and a great introduction to farm animals!

Campbell Books • PB • Sticker & Stamp Books

9781 44728658 5

$9.99

Explore the deep sea and the wide world with a tiny snail and a great big whale! This musthave sticker book for fans of The Snail and The Whale is packed with games, activities
and hundreds of stickers. Perfect for birthdays, rainy days and school holidays - a great gift
for any child. From the award-winning Julia Donaldson and Axel Scheffler, creators of The
Gruffalo.

Macmillan Children's Books • PB • Sticker & Stamp Books

978 14472766 92

$14.99

The Smartest Giant in Town Sticker Book
Julia Donaldson
Join George, the kindest giant you'll ever meet, in this must-have sticker book based on
the bestselling The Smartest Giant in Town. Packed with games, activities and hundreds
of stickers, this book is perfect for birthdays, rainy days and school holidays - a great gift
for any child. From the award-winning Julia Donaldson and Axel Scheffler, creators of The
Gruffalo.

Macmillan Children's Books • PB • Sticker & Stamp Books

9781 44728462 8

$14.99

The Singing Mermaid Sticker Book
Julia Donaldson
A must-have sticker book for fans of the bestselling picture book The Singing Mermaid.
Packed with games, activities and hundreds of stickers. Perfect for birthdays, rainy days
and school holidays - a great gift for any child. From Julia Donaldson and Lydia Monks, an
unstoppable picture book pairing, and creators of the modern classic What The Ladybird
Heard.

Macmillan Children's Books • PB • Sticker & Stamp Books

978 14472846 35

$14.99

The What the Ladybird Heard Sticker Book

Read Me

Julia Donaldson

Gaby Morgan

A must-have sticker book for fans of the bestselling picture book What The Ladybird
Heard. Packed with games, activities and hundreds of stickers. Perfect for birthdays, rainy
days and school holidays - a great gift for any child. From Julia Donaldson and Lydia
Monks, an unstoppable picture book pairing.

Macmillan Children's Books • PB • Sticker & Stamp Books

9781 44728464 2

$14.99

Read Me 2: A Poem For Every Day of the Year
Gaby Morgan
A new cover edition of Read Me 2, containing a poem for every day of the year from the
very best classic and modern poets. From poets including W. H. Auden, William Blake,
Emily Dickinson, Carol Ann Duffy, Seamus Heaney, Dylan Thomas, W. B. Yeats, Lewis
Carroll, Emily Dickinson, Roald Dahl, Charles Causley, Eleanor Farjeon, Philip Larkin and
many more.

Macmillan Children's Books • PB • Poetry (Children's / Teenage)

9781 44729400 9

$14.99

Blitzcat
Robert Westall
She made her way down the cliff, and on to the beach. At the edge of the waves, she
stopped, shaking her wet paws. She knew that somewhere ahead was her person, but far,
far away. She miaowed plaintively; stood staring at the moving blur of uncrossable sea.
She led the way to safety, out of the blazing hell of blitzed Coventry. People touched her
for luck; feared her as an omen of disaster. Wherever she went, she changed lives ... From
her beginning to her end she never wavered. She was the Blitzcat.

Macmillan Children's Books • PB • Adventure stories (Children's / Teenage)

9781 44728460 4

$14.99

Sneak-a-Peek Words *
Sneak-a-Peek Books

With a new word to discover on the turn of every page, this board book is an innovative
way for children to find and explore first concepts. The book has big holes die cut from the
front cover through to the inside back: simple question prompts invite children to hold up
the books and sneak a peek through the holes to see if they can find colours and objects in
the world around them. The holes are bordered with different coloured, eye-catching foil,
and on the inside back cover is a shimmery, shiny mirror to look into.

Priddy Books • HB • Early Learning / Early Learning Concepts

9781 78341111 5

$9.99

It's Sports Day *
Schoolies

Brothers Wally and Winston Worm are like chalk and cheese - Winston is always playing
sport, Wally would rather read about it. Winston is all set to be Angler Primary's Sports Day
champ, he's entered all the races, including the relay. But he gets injured before the big
race. Can Wally step up to save the team on Sports Day?

Priddy Books • PB • Picture Books

9781 78341115 3

$3.99

A new cover edition of Read Me, the bestselling poetry anthology with over a quarter of a
million copies sold. Read Me contains a poem for every day of the year from the very best
modern and classic poets. 365 rhymes, verses and poems from the likes of Brian Patten,
William Wordsworth, A. A. Milne, Emily Dickinson, Wes Magee, William Blake, Seamus
Heaney, Ian McMillan, Gareth Owen and Walter de la Mare.

Macmillan Children's Books • PB • Children's, Teenage & educational

978 14472873 91

$14.99

The Machine Gunners
Robert Westall
Chas McGill has the second-best collection of war souvenirs in Garmouth, and he
desperately wants it to be the best. When he stumbles across the remains of a German
bomber crashed in the woods - its shiny, black machine-gun still intact - he grabs his
chance. Soon he's masterminding his own war effort with dangerous and unexpected
results ... Robert Westall's gripping first novel for children set during World War Two and
winner of the Carnegie Medal. Now with a brilliant new cover look and celebrating its
fortieth anniversary.

Macmillan Children's Books • PB • Children's, Teenage & educational

978 14472841 61

$14.99

Sneak-a-Peek Colours *
Sneak-a-Peek Books

With a new colour to discover on the turn of every page, this board book is an innovative
way for children to find and explore first concepts. This book has big holes die cut from the
front cover through to the inside back: simple question prompts invite children to hold up
the books and sneak a peek through the holes to see if they can find colours and objects in
the world around them. The holes are bordered with different coloured, eye-catching foil,
and on the inside back cover is a shimmery, shiny mirror to look into.

Priddy Books • HB • Early Learning / Early Learning Concepts

978 17834111 08

$9.99

The Birthday Party *
Schoolies

Today is a special day for Zippy, Angler Primary's super speedy squirrel - it's his birthday,
and he's having a party! The decorations are up, party games are ready, and he's even
made a giant cake. But - Zippy has forgotten to send out the invitations! Will his party be a
disaster? Or will the Schoolies save the day?

Priddy Books • PB • Picture Books

978 17834111 46

$3.99

